Now
The climate cannot wait.

It is now we choose our way forward.

It is now that the ice is melting in the Arctic. It is now that wars and conflicts are growing in the footsteps of drought. Climate changes are no longer a future issue. They are happening now.

During the time Miljöpartiet has been part of the Government, Sweden’s environment budget has more than doubled. Other parties still want to stop and cut back necessary climate policies. When decisions are made – there is only one environmental party. Miljöpartiet.

The solutions exist: 100% renewable energy, high-speed trains, organic food, a living countryside and child-friendly cities. A society where we neither burn out the planet or ourselves.

The 2018 election is about how we can look our children and grandchildren in the face and say that we did everything we could.

The climate cannot wait.

So many are doing so much. For the environment and for each other. But if Sweden is to become the world’s first fossil-free welfare state, it is also about what we do together.

Go to mp.se and read more about what we want and what a difference your vote can make.

Vote for Miljöpartiet on 9 September!

Election 2018 – Swedish Green Party
Miljöpartiet wants to:

Invest in high-speed trains, expand and improve the railways throughout the country.

It shall be easy to travel in a climate-smart way, with trains that are on time and a coordinated ticketing system. We want to start running overnight trains to the continent, and expand cycle routes, public transport and renewable fuels throughout Sweden.

Promote climate-smart and organic food.

Schools and elderly care homes shall serve more organic and locally produced food. We want to tax imported meat where unnecessary antibiotics have been used in raising animals.

Stop the spread of plastics and poisons

in oceans and waterways. We want to protect more marine areas, prohibit unnecessary plastic products and introduce a tax on single-use articles. Companies shall state the economic life of products, and it shall be easier to repair products.

Give everybody more power over their time and their working lives.

We want to reduce working hours, and invest in gender-equal salaries and pensions. New green jobs will arise when we invest in environmentally smart technology and life-long learning.

Give timely support to youths who are unwell.

We want to reinforce pupil health services and gradually realise queue-free child and youth psychiatry services. Pupils shall have more time with their teachers, and the teachers shall get relief in their work. The 3R guarantee – reading, writing, arithmetics – shall be realised.

Make Sweden stand for peace, gender equality and a humane refugee policy.

Sweden shall not export weapons to dictatorships and we are against Sweden joining NATO. We want to protect the right to asylum, and give people fleeing the right to be reunited with their families. This is about being humanitarian.

Do you want to give us a donation? Please Swish to 123 453 50 50. Become a member at www.mp.se/bli-medlem